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Abstract—The continuous growth of the older population and
the progressive ageing of society worldwide bring about the
need for new technological solutions for improving
independent living, quality of life and active ageing of older
citizens. Recent research efforts have focused on incorporating
assistive robotic platforms in the elderly’s homes under the
role of domestic care givers or social companion. Robotic
platforms have been around for quite some time, and
researchers have been focused on overcoming essential
problems that are related to the nature of robotics and their
usage in domestic environments. However, since the field of
robotics has matured over the last years, a focus shift from the
hardware itself to Human Robot Interaction (HRI) in domestic
environments is becoming increasingly necessary. This paper
focusses on interaction in the context of the collaborative coexistence of the elderly and the robot. In this context,
interaction should be tailored to the end users taking into
account the specific requirements of each individual, the
environmental state but also the capacity of the input/output
channels provided by the robotic platform. To this end, this
paper proposes a generic platform targeted to support the
development of multimodal, elderly friendly, interactive
applications that target assistive robots for elderly users.
Keywords-development framework; multimodal interaction;
adaptation; assistive robots.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Older people are increasingly becoming the dominant
group of customers of a variety of technological products
and services (both in terms of number and buying power).
Recent advances in Information and Communication
technologies (ICT) have great potential for meeting the needs
of older people and help them stay healthier, live
independently for longer, counteract reduced capabilities due
to age, and remain active.
In particular, the field of assistive domestic robotic
platforms has been drawing considerable attention in recent
years. As opposed to other domestic robotic devices, such as
automatic floor cleaners or pure surveillance robots, assistive
robotic platforms are designed to provide services to their
human users through direct interaction, like displaying
information, supporting communication with other people or
simply entertaining the users [1].
The primary goal of these robots is to make their older
users feel safe and less lonely at home, while enabling and
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facilitating them in their independent or semi-independent
living [2], often in the context of an Ambient Assisted Living
environment [9].
Designing and developing appropriate user interfaces for
assistive robots presents several challenges due to the
demanding target user group and the complexity of the
environment.
Multimodal interaction including a graphical user
interface, speech input and output, as well as gesture input
has been found in various research efforts as an adequate
solution for older users to interact with robots [10].
However, at present developing such interfaces is a very
demanding task mainly performed ad-hoc, due to the lack of
tools and systematic approaches. An additional important
need is to support the adaptation of modalities to cater for the
target user diversity.
This paper proposes a framework, named FIRMA, to
support the development of multimodal, elderly friendly,
interactive applications for assistive robots targeted to
elderly users in AAL environments. FIRMA provides
developers with the necessary technologies, tools and
building blocks for creating elderly-friendly multimodal
applications in AAL environments, with particular focus on
robotic platforms, thus increasing their level of adaptation to
users’ needs. Using the proposed framework makes these
applications inherently friendly to the elder users and capable
of adapting to their needs, the surrounding environment and
the context of use. The framework facilitates the effective
and efficient development of the supported user interfaces,
thus simplifying to a great extent the developer’s work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the implications of designing for elderly users and
overview state of the art research on elderly-friendly
multimodal applications for assistive robots. Section III
describes the architecture of the FIRMA framework. Section
IV discusses FIRMA’s implementation. Section V
demonstrates a test case application built based on the
FIRMA framework. Section VI discusses the evaluation of
the FIRMA framework and section VII concludes the article.
II.

BACKGROUND

Several user studies have shown that elderly people and
their families regard social inclusion, safety and home
automation as important features of future homecare
environments [11]. With respect to interaction in such
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environments, one of the main research challenges is the
design of adequate user interfaces. This is due to the fact that
elderly people vary considerably in their physical and
cognitive abilities, which makes it difficult to use traditional
forms of interaction [3]. Focusing on single interaction
strategies may not always provide appropriate solutions [4],
as many older computer users are affected by multiple
functional limitations.
To address this problem various authors developed
intelligent user interfaces, which support users according to
their individual needs. For example, [25] introduces a spatial
metaphor for universal control devices to structure available
services based on the elderly person’s own apartment. The
results of the study showed that the apartment metaphor is
actually appropriate to enable elderly people to access a large
number of services available in an AAL environment in an
intuitive way. The metaphor showed a way for structuring
and visualizing services in a universal control device.
Furthermore, [26] presented a novel general framework
for multimodal dialogue processing, which is conceived
following an application-independent philosophy. In fact, it
is able to manage multimodal communication between
people and the environment in different application
scenarios. The core of the framework architecture is
composed of the analysis and planning levels, which enable
the processing of information derived from whatever input
modalities, giving these inputs an appropriate representation
and integrating these individual representations into a joint
semantic interpretation.
Moreover, [27] presents a prototype for a Web 2.0–
enabled ambient assisted living (AAL) device that offers
easy-to-use functionality to help elderly people keep and
establish new contacts, find events that match their interests
and be aided in sustaining their mobility. The prototype
consists of a hardware device for mobile usage which host
the desired functionality while being adequate for use by
elderly people. An internet tablet was selected
accommodating a large touch screen.
If carefully designed, multimodal user interfaces can
provide an appropriate solution to cater for the needs of
elderly users [12]. The main objective is to achieve
interaction as natural as human-human communication,
while increasing robustness by means of redundant or
complementary information. The selection, activation,
deactivation and fusion of the appropriate modalities plays a
significant role during human-robot interaction, as it offers
the users a fully usable system to interact with as well as
adapting to their needs, preferences and to the changing
semantic context of the interaction.
Regarding touch based interactions targeted to elder
users, several research efforts have provided valuable
insights regarding the different aspects of how the respective
systems should be designed. The research findings include
the optimal inter-key threshold that has to be defined
(100ms-150ms) [35], the minimum touch target sizes (8 mm
or larger) [36], the significance of employing familiar
interactions and behaviors to help in orienting older users
with new applications [37], new touchscreen input methods
for elderly users with tremor (e.g., swabbing) [38],
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appropriate touch based gestures [39][40], as well as the
benefits of employing multimodal feedback to improve task
performance [41].
Furthermore when designing speech recognition systems
for the elderly target user group, its heterogeneity should be
taken into account. Individual persons have different
individual needs based on their different age related health
impairments. Such impairments can affect the person’s
speech capabilities which results either in an increasingly
limited vocabulary or fluctuations in their pronunciation
clarity [42]. These limitations should be taken under
consideration when designing the parameterization
properties of such speech engines.
Moreover, the heterogeneity of the elderly user group
implies various restrictions when designing and developing
gestural interaction modalities for the elder users. Individual
persons have different individual needs based on their
different age related health impairments. Such impairments
can affect the person’s mobility capabilities and cognitive
functions which results in mobility restrictions in different
body parts and difficulties in remembering the specified
gestures and the optimal way of performing them. These
limitations should be taken under consideration when
designing the parameterization properties of such gesture
recognition engines [43].
Despite the fact that multimodal user interfaces have
been in focus for quite some time [1], and much research has
been conducted to address the main challenges of modality
interpretation, coordination, parameterization and integration
[13], developing multimodal user interfaces is still a difficult
endeavor. Various approaches have been investigated to
facilitate multimodal user interface development, such as, for
example, [14][15][16]. However, these approaches are
dependent on the interaction platform and mainly target
conventional PCs and mobile devices.
According to [20] recently developed assistive robots,
such as ALIAS [17], DOMEO [17], KSERA [18],
CompanionAble [19] and HOBBIT [20], despite the
differences introduced by the various robotic platforms, have
multimodal user interfaces characterized by similar modality
options and architectures. The basic offered modalities are
touch-based interaction on some screen integrated in the
robot, speech input and output, and gestures. A central
module, in some cases called “Dialogue Manager”, is
responsible to control the output based on user input and
system state and coordinating the different input and output
modalities.
Despite their similarities, all the above mentioned
interfaces have been developed ad hoc, as no reference
framework currently exist for facilitating developers of
multimodal user interfaces for assistive robots. As a
consequence, the developed interfaces suffer from lack of
flexibility, are difficult to customize, modify and reuse,
require cumbersome solutions to communicate with both the
ROS operating system [22] running on the robot and the
AAL environment, and exhibit limited adaptation
capabilities.
Against the above background, the proposed FIRMA
framework allows the effective and efficient development of
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gesture recognition modality input is interpreted according to
the respective application’s logic that is active during the
interaction, as well as the context of the interaction. For
example, the same affirmative gesture may have different
interpretations according to the context, and hence it could
be interpreted either as a “YES” in the context of a question
or as a “NEXT” in the context of an interaction process.
Finally, the touch modality input is interpreted based on the
dialogue that is displayed at the time that the interaction took
place.

Figure 1. Orchestration of the different conceptual layers

multimodal adaptable user interfaces for assistive robot
applications, relieving developers form the burden of
programming ad hoc solutions.
III.

ARCHITECTURE

The FIRMA framework comprises a collection of
conceptual layers which can be seen in Figure 1.
A. The interaction recognition layer
The user is able to interact with the system through the
interaction recognition layer. This layer consists of the
different available interaction modalities that are provided.
Additional interaction modalities can be added in future
work such as hardware buttons and switches. The user is
able to interact with the robot using touch, gestures and
voice. These modalities are adapted to the profile of the
user, his preferences and the context of use. They are
managed, selected and fused together by the communication
planner functional submodule. The touch recognition
modality corresponds to the touch interactions between the
user and the robotic platform’s onboard touch screen.
The gesture recognition modality refers to the set of
preselected gestures that the user is able to perform and the
robot is able to understand and behave accordingly based on
the context of the interaction. Finally, the speech
recognition input modality refers to the predefined set of
SRGS speech recognition grammars that describe the set of
vocal commands that the robotic platform is able to
understand. This set of SRGS grammars is loaded into the
speech recognition engine so that the robot will be able to
interpret the user’s speech accordingly.
B. The input interpretation layer
The output of the interaction recognition layer is fed into
the input interpretation layer. This layer consists of the
processing of the user input in term of semantic
interpretation based on the context of interaction. Each input
modality of the input recognition layer is interpreted
accordingly to the profile of the user and the interaction
context. The speech recognition modality is interpreted
according to the semantic speech annotations that are
included in the corresponding SRGS speech grammars. The
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C. The modality integration layer and the low level
framework architecture
The interpreted input is fed from the input interpretation
layer into the modality integration layer, where the input
from all the different available modalities is integrated based
on high level integration scripting. For this purpose, the
ACTA runtime (see Section IV.A) is used to integrate all the
available modalities into a uniform input channel that can be
routed to the communication planner functional component
in order to take the necessary decisions regarding the
orchestration of the input and output modalities. The same
integrated input becomes available to the respective active
applications through the low level input mechanisms that the
FIRMA framework provides through the base classes that
the developed applications inherit. Furthermore, the different
available applications can communicate with the scene
orchestrator functional component in order to gain access to
the functionality it provides regarding the management of the
different application screens and their display on the onboard
robot screen. The input from the sensors of the robotic
platform as well as the input from the environment is
transformed into system readable format. The input from
these sources is then routed through the reasoning module of
the framework in order to infer all the necessary adaptation
and communication decisions. When there is need for output
from the system to the user, the communication planner
decides over the selection and the fusion among the different
available modalities to generate the information to be
conveyed to the user.
D. The output styling layer
The information to be conveyed to the user goes from the
generation layer to the output styling layer. This layer is
where all the styling over the information delivery takes
place. For each one of the available modalities, the
appropriate styling is selected according to the user model,
his preferences and the context of the interaction. The styling
can refer to the output for the speech synthesis modality, the
output for the UI display modality or the output for the audio
modality. For the speech synthesis modality, the appropriate
voice is selected according to the preferences of the user.
Additionally, the appropriate rate, volume and pitch of the
voice is selected and the output speech is styled using the
SSML markup language. For the UI display modality, the
appropriate UI selection and adaptation takes place
according to the decisions of the adaptation manager
functional component. The appropriate UI elements and
dialogues are selected, the appropriate component
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hierarchies are instantiated and the output is delivered to the
robot’s display for the user to interact with. Furthermore, for
the audio output modality, the appropriate auditory feedback
is selected and the parameters of the audio output are
specified. Finally, the output from the output styling layer is
wired to the output rendering layer.
E. The output rendering layer
The final stage of the output delivery is the output
rendering layer. This is the layer responsible for delivering
the actual output to the users. It comprises the different
available output modalities as they have been selected and
fused by the communication planner functional component.
For the speech synthesis output modality, the actual speech is
generated based on the SSML annotations from the styling
layer and the final auditory feedback is delivered to the user.
For the touch display output modality, the appropriately
selected framework elements, components and dialogues are
instantiated and the result is presented on the robot’s onboard
display. Finally, for the audio output modality, the
appropriate adaptation parameters are applied and the
auditory feedback is delivered to the user.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

FIRMA is a fully integrated development framework that
can support the design and development of elderly friendly,
multimodal interactive applications that are deployed on
domestic robotic taking full advantage of the possibilities
they can offer. The results of this research effort include all
the necessary tools and building blocks for the creation of
speech enabled, voice recognition enabled, gesture
recognition enabled, and touch enabled adaptable and
adaptive interactive applications.
The hardware requirements for the FIRMA framework
are relatively low. The framework runs under windows 7 or
later either 32 or 64 bit and requires a Core 2 Duo or better
processor. The touch enabled interactions require a touch
screen tablet / laptop or a touch enabled monitor. All the
framework components tools and modalities run under
Windows on the touch enabled computer except for the
gesture recognition modality that runs under Linux on the
robotic platform and communicates with the rest of the
framework through the ROS middleware.
A. ACTA: A general purpose finite state machine (FSM)
description language for ACTivity Analysis
ACTA is a general purpose finite state machine (FSM)
description language [5]. ACTA’s primary design goal was
to facilitate the activity analysis process during smart game
design by early intervention professionals who are not
familiar with traditional programming languages. However,
developers can use ACTA also for applications whose
behavior is composed of a finite number of states, transitions
between those states and actions, as well as for application
based on rules driven workflows. The ACTA runtime
mechanism provided the base on which the framework’s
reasoning and adaptation mechanisms were built. ACTA’s
Runtime has been adopted and adapted to fit the needs of the
creation of Multimodal interactive Applications (ARMA).
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B. ARMA: Extending ACTA Runtime to support the
development of Multimodal elderly friendly Applications
ACTA’s runtime is based on the Windows Workflow
Foundation framework (WWF). The ACTA IDE is used to
code all the application interaction logic which can then be
extracted to an XML rules file for further use. The rules file
can be loaded into a WWF Rule Engine which is an event
driven reasoning engine that can run the provided rules and
conclude to the desired actions and transitions between the
different states of the application’s logic.
The main workflow for creating an interactive
application includes the definition and design of its different
screens and then the definition of its various states. Usually,
one state is then mapped to one application dialogue screen.
However, states with no visual output can exist, and UI
dialogue screens can map to more than one different states of
the application.
C. Loading and unloading rules at runtime
A very useful functionality that has been added to the
ACTA backend in ARMA is the option to load and unload
rules at runtime. This contributes to the reduction of the rules
that are loaded at any given time. Furthermore, it offers the
ability to change the behavior of the developed applications
based on the subset of rules that are loaded at a given point
in time. This enables the use of abstract task hierarchies that
can be instantiated at runtime, while the respective rules that
support their functionality are loaded at runtime.
Furthermore, this addition opens new paths for adaptation
based on the extra subset of loaded rules. For example, the
experience of the user can be taken into account when he/she
is expected to fulfill specific tasks and the UI that he/she is
presented with can change accordingly. Moreover, tasks that
are frequently required are automatically adapted and
embedded into the framework.
The dynamic loading and unloading of rules has been
implemented in full compliance with the functionalities of
the language for rule activation/deactivation, rule
prioritization etc. The backend has been extended to support
the dynamic rule loading by respecting the aforementioned
properties and treating them appropriately. Since the WWF
does not provide the necessary functionality for merging
rulesets, the whole process of the dynamic rule loading was
added. Loading and unloading extra rules as needed is more
convenient than having all the rules loaded at all times and
then activating or deactivating a subset of them as desired,
since the latter approach can have a huge performance
impact on the whole rule engine (which would have to
linearly browse through the whole ruleset to find the
respective active rules) and was thus avoided. During the
loading of new rules, the rule engine is temporarily paused
and the new rules are appended to the currently active
ruleset. The old pre-existing rules are not removed or
disabled because their functionality is still needed as the new
rules do not substitute the old ones but merely temporarily
extend the functionality of the application. After loading the
new rules, the back-end ACTA data structures are
augmented accordingly to support the rule addition without
affecting the language’s mechanisms such as the mechanism
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for dynamic rule activation and deactivation or the capability
for rule prioritization. Upon a successful append, the rule
engine is resumed to activate the functionality that is offered
by the new rules. Finally, when the functionality that is
offered by the new rules is no longer needed, they are
unloaded and the back-end data structure changes are
reverted.
When a new set of rules is loaded, it is validated against
the rule engine and then run against the instance of the
application. The validation is always successful because all
the function calling and property manipulation of the rules is
implemented through a set of auxiliary helping functions.
This functionality is inherently embedded into the ACTA
language so that the produced ruleset is transcribed using
these functions. This approach has the advantage that most of
the fatal conditions can be silently ignored with the
corresponding error messages being printed on an error log
file while the state of the application remains stable. This
means that if the ACTA script contains instructions for
calling functions or setting properties that can’t be found
neither in the framework base classes nor in the developercreated derived instances, the invocation of those functions
can fail silently without compromising the stability of the
whole system.
D. Modality integration
Modality integration has been realized by leveraging the
different modality generated events and consolidating them
at a higher level where the corresponding application can
treat them appropriately. This was achieved by implementing
various mechanisms in the ACTA backend and in the
frameworks base classes.
The framework contains backing fields for modality
events. The ACTA backend was extended accordingly to
support these fields. When the user interacts with the UI
using touch events and touch gestures, these interactions are
interpreted into the corresponding events and transferred to a
higher level inside the application. For example, when the
user presses a button, it generates an event in the base class
of the application which is part of the framework. The base
class contains the rule engine that can run the loaded ruleset
against such events. The user is then able to interact with the
UI based on the functionality that has been coded into the
application’s ACTA script. The result of the activation of the
different rules includes state changes and UI dialogues
activation in the derived application classes. This way the
sequence of the application’s dialogues can be easily
tweaked and rearranged by the developer as needed.
A very useful feature of the FIRMA framework is the
functionality it provides for modality integration at two
different levels. The various available modalities can be
integrated in the scope of an application’s dialogue screen
where the developer has to cater for each of the available
modalities’ events and act accordingly. Another approach
would be the consolidation of the modalities into a single one
and then develop a corresponding modality handling script
that caters for this consolidated modality. Furthermore,
modality consolidation can happen either in the scope of an
application’s dialogues or in the higher scope of the ACTA
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logic. For example, if the user can issue a command by
touch, voice or gesture, the different modalities could be
consolidated into the button press in the scope of the
application dialogue or in the scope of the ACTA scripting
logic which is at a higher level. The developer then could
only cater for the single touch press modality as the other
two modalities would automatically get consolidated into the
touch modality scope.
Taking the modality events and raising to a higher level
where they can be easily handled by the ACTA script
contributes to the modular nature of the proposed
framework’s architecture, as the framework’s components
are loosely coupled and completely asynchronous.
Additional modalities such as hardware switches and
different kinds of sensors and actuators can be incorporated
into the framework with minimal effort, extending the
provided functionalities and conforming to the user’s needs.
E. Interaction Modalities
The modalities that have been developed and integrated
into the proposed framework range from speech recognition
and synthesis to gesture recognition and touch interaction.
They all have been developed to be fully extensible and
configurable both at startup and at runtime so that they can
change to reflect the changing needs of the users or the
dynamically changing factors of the surrounding
environment e.g., ambient lighting, environment noise,
active electric appliances etc. In addition, the configurable
parts of the developed integrated modalities have been
offered as ROS services to the system to support dynamic
adaptation based on interaction logic that runs on the robotic
platform.
1) Speech Recognition Modality
Speech is an effective and natural way for people to
interact with applications, complementing or even replacing
the use of mice, keyboards, controllers, and gestures. A
hands-free, yet accurate way to communicate with
applications, speech lets people be productive and stay
informed in a variety of situations where other interfaces
would be difficult to use.
The implemented speech recognition modality engine
supports adaptation based on the distance between the robot
and the user, the vocabulary and the variety of the individual
equivalent commands that can be used by the users and
understood by the system, the semantic interpretation of
recognized commands and the recognition confidence
threshold. Furthermore, it supports the dynamic activation of
both plain text and compiled speech recognition (SRGS)
grammars and is accessible through a ROS node to the rest
of the system.
2) Speech Synthesis Modality
The speech synthesis modality of the FIRMA framework
has been based on the speech engine functionality provided
by the Microsoft Speech Synthesis namespace. This
namespace contains classes that offer the initialization and
configuration of a speech synthesis engine, the creation of
prompts, the generation of speech, and the modification of
the synthesized voice characteristics. Speech synthesis is
often referred to as text-to-speech or TTS.
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The implemented speech synthesis modality engine can
be tailored to the needs and preferences of the users as well
as the context of the interaction by offering adaptation
parameters exposing the gender of the used voice, the speech
volume, the rate as well as the pitch of the generated output.
3) Gesture Recognition Modality
Gesture recognition is the process by which gestures
made by the user are made known to the intelligence system.
Gesture recognition plays a significant role in Human Robot
Interaction since it adds a natural dimension to the
interaction process. People inherently use their hands when
talking to convey their thoughts, intentions and feelings.
Providing robotic platforms with a way to understand this
kind of body language, opens new dimensions for intelligent
household robotics that can understand their user more
accurately.
The gesture recognition modality has been integrated into
the proposed framework. The recognition engine that has
been developed to cover the gesture modality needs of the
proposed framework is able to understand a predefined set of
gestures that are relatively easy to perform and be
remembered by the end users of the platform. FORTH’s
gesture recognition module [6][7] has been used to this end.
This gesture recognition module is subdivided into three
submodules, a submodule capable of tracking the upper body
joints, a submodule capable of tracking the person’s full
body, and a submodule for tracking the hands and fingers of
the person.
4) Touch Modality
The touch modality refers to the interaction that takes
place between the human and the touchscreen tablet pc that
is onboard household robotic platforms. Touch is an
important aspect of human robot interaction because it
consists a natural human approach. Selecting between
desired items, reaching for different types of controls and
adjusting various sensors are all part of humans’ daily lives.
The simulation of such daily activities can be done by using
a touchscreen tablet PC that can be used both for output and
input form the users to the robotic platform.
The proposed framework integrates all the
aforementioned modalities into a seamless set of interaction
modes between the robot and its users. This results into a
more natural form of interaction, since the user is free to
choose how to interact with the system based both on his/her
preferences and the context of interaction. The robot can
display its output on the onboard touchscreen device and use
sound at the same time as redundant auditory feedback just
like when people interact with each other. Furthermore, the
robot is able to understand touches on the touchscreen
device, gestures in front of the monitoring image acquisition
sensors as well as speech commands given by the users. This
provides redundant feedback which has been proved to be
necessary especially when designing for the elderly user
group [8].
Regarding the Graphical User Interfaces that are being
produced based on the proposed framework, they are tailored
to the needs of the end users.
The framework’s building blocks have been designed
based on the user-centric design principles and based on
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simplicity and clarity of the individual modes that each
module represents (e.g., time selection module, binary
decision module, multiple selection option module, etc).
Furthermore, the used vocabulary can be easily adapted
to the cognitive abilities of the users. The generated UIs are
inherently translated into the user’s native languages in the
sense that the translation files are automatically generated by
the framework and the developers are only required to
provide the literal translation of the set of sentences that they
are being given into the end-users’ native language. In other
words, the produced user interfaces are globalization and
localization ready since the necessary language translation
files are automatically generated by the system at runtime
and can be edited offline.
Finally, the framework provides quick exit shortcuts to
the main menu and access to emergency scenarios.
F. Adaptation
The different modalities that are supported by the
framework can be activated or deactivated individually
according to the preferences of the users and the context of
interaction. The framework can decide on the optimal set of
modalities to enable, fine-tune and fuse together in order to
provide the end users with an interaction as seamless and as
natural as possible. Furthermore, the selection of the
different modalities and their fusing is transparent to the
developer, as it is handled automatically by the framework.
The developer has full control over which modalities are
going to be supported at any given time as well as when and
how they will be activated or deactivated. However, the
developer is also given the opportunity to provide the basic
functionality that he wants to make available to each of the
aforementioned modalities and then let the framework decide
on how and when each modality gets activated. For example,
the developer can explicitly specify which parts of his
application can benefit from a specific modality and which
parts must be contained only to specific modes of interaction.
He can specify when he wants only a specific modality to be
used or when any input from any of the available modalities
can be considered valid. For example, he can enforce that for
critical application decisions, only the touch modality will be
considered a valid way of confirmation, while for all other
parts, any speech or gestural input will be allowed to be
interpreted and treated accordingly. Finally, the framework is
able to handle tricky cases where one modality might have to
be deactivated due to dynamically changing conditions,
although the developer has allowed its input. For example,
the speech modality might have to be deactivated in noisy
environments, or the gesture recognition modality might
have to be deactivated in situations where the environment
light is insufficient.
FIRMA supports adaptation through both adaptive
component hierarchies and adaptive style hierarchies. The
former is based on the design and implementation principles
of unified user interfaces [21], while the latter is based on the
use of adaptive style hierarchies as they are supported by the
Windows presentation framework, to either specify the
desired application coloring scheme and sizing guide for the
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different controls and UI elements, or change completely the
different framework elements’ appearance.
Adaptive component hierarchies are inherently supported
by the proposed framework. Tasks are described in an
abstract manner at a higher level using ACTA, while general
guidelines are provided according to their instantiation
strategies. For example, the time selection task can be
declared to comprise the consequent selection of hours,
minutes and time specifiers according to the time of the day.
General guidelines can be stated according to the expertise of
the user encoded in his profile. These guidelines specify how
the whole task of time selection can be orchestrated in order
to be presented to the user who is going to be guided through
the process of time selection. Furthermore, user preferences
are taken into account, so that specific user control are used
or omitted during the process. Finally, the entire task is
realized in a transparent to the developer manner who can
simply declare that he needs the time selection process at the
desired place inside the applications that he builds. The
initiation of the task takes place automatically, and the
developer can explicitly declare the starting and ending state
and consequently the starting and ending application
dialogue that will be displayed to the end user.
In addition to the adaptive component hierarchies’
principles and design guidelines, the approach of adaptive
style hierarchies has been adopted. According to this
approach, the sizes and colors of the displayed framework
elements can be controlled by styles that can be applied both
at design time and at runtime. A number of cascading
stylesheets have been developed to be used in the context of
adaptation based on this approach. A subset of the developed
styles have been used during design time so that the
developer can have a clear understanding of the appearance
of the different user controls and dialogues that he/she is
incorporating into the developed applications. The design
time styles collection has been consolidated into a single
higher level style file which can be included in the designed
user controls and dialogues.
The adaptive style hierarchies that are used for adaptation
purposes during runtime have been split into three major
categories. The first contains all the styles that handle how
the different framework elements will be displayed. These
styles contain all the individual stylistic decisions that drive
the appearance and define the visual tree of all the
framework elements such as buttons, lists, dialogues, text
entry controls, labels etc. The second category contains all
the styles that define the coloring scheme of the application
including foreground and background colors for all
framework elements, border brushes of the different user
controls, darker backgrounds for giving emphasis to specific
UI elements, etc. Finally, the third major category contains
all the styles that correspond to the sizing decisions of all the
framework elements and UI dialogues, including button
sizes, dialogue sizes, virtual keyboard sizes and margins, text
input control sizes, etc. The appearance of the final user
interface is decided at runtime by the adaptation manager
through a process of “pick and match” among the different
available cascading adaptive style hierarchies, by selecting
one from each major category. As a result, one style for
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visual appearance is selected, one style that defines the
coloring scheme is placed on top of that and finally one more
style that defines the overall sizes of every element is
superimposed on the selection for filling in the missing
sizing information and restoring the dynamic bindings
between all three style collections. As a result, every style
can refer to any other category of styles through the use of
dynamic resources declarations. This means that each style is
only responsible for its own category while being allowed to
contain bindings across different categories. Hence, the
visual appearance styles can contain bindings to the sizing
category styles which are going to be realized once the
specific sizing resource dictionary that is going to be used,
has been defined and linked to the runtime of the framework.
This approach can create an arbitrary number of application
appearances based on the selection of the activated styles and
the possible combinations among them. For example, if there
are three different styles defined in each of the three different
major style categories, the developers can choose among any
of the twenty seven combinations (i.e., 3x3x3) of the
available UI instantiations. However, the selection of the
developers are being superseded by the adaptation manager
decisions as deemed necessary at runtime.
G. Globalization and Localization
The proposed framework provides inherent support for
globalizing and localizing the developed applications to the
native language of the users. The supported globalization
functionality is provided by supporting the automatic
generation of the necessary translation files. The developers
are only required to edit these files to provide the literal
translations of the provided phrases in the end-users’ native
language. The automatic translation is supported for all the
framework user controls, dialogues and elements that are
being used. The localization of the developed applications is
realized by means of a universal translator auxiliary helper
class that has been developed as part of the framework. The
localization is based on localized culture and locale specific
resource files that can be translated by either the developer
or by expert translators to the end user’s native language.
One major point of the translation module is that all
translations are based on keys which can be prefixed with
any desired phrase. The translation mechanism was
designed having in mind that each translated string should
have a corresponding key which could be prefixed by the
fully qualified name of the assembly that the translated
element belongs to, followed by the name of the application
that contains the element. However, when a translated
control belongs to a specific application dialogue, the name
of the respective dialogue is used instead of the application
name.
V.

THE ALARM CLOCK APPLICATION TEST CASE

To demonstrate the functionality and the effectiveness of
the FIRMA framework, this section presents a sample
multimodal application developed using FIRMA. It is an
alarm clock application that can be used for managing a
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user’s daily tasks scheduled for specific times of the day.
The user can use the application to see the current time, see
daily notifications, add new alarms, delete existing alarms
and snooze elapsed alarms. The application supports speech
recognition and synthesis, gesture recognition, touch
enabled interactions and is adaptable and adaptive to fit the
needs of the users.
The adaptations that have been implemented for this test
case application concern the coloring scheme of the
application, which changes depending on the level of the
ambient lighting in the surrounding environment, and the
size of the used controls, dialogues and messages with
respect to the relative position of the user and the distance
between the robot and the user. When the lighting level of
the room increases, the coloring scheme of the application
changes to darker colors that have higher contrast for the
user to be able to see more clearly. Furthermore, when the
level of ambient lighting is reduced, the application
automatically changes into a more vibrant color scheme to
compensate for the lighting changes. When the user is
seating, the size of the used controls, dialogues and
messages adapt according to the distance between the user
and the robotic platform. The application supports three
different sizes, a large sized scheme for bigger distances, a
medium sized scheme for average distances and a small
sized scheme for a more comfortable interaction when the
robotic platform is very close to the user. Furthermore, the
application supports a dark colored scheme for the night and
a light colored scheme for the day. Moreover, when the
robot detects that the user is not wearing his/her glasses, the
application’s scheme changes to a high contrast coloring
scheme for convenience. Figure 2 shows the different
coloring and sizing schemes that the alarm clock application
supports.
According to Figure 2, on the lower bottom right corner
of the dialogues, a green visual cue representing the status
of the speech recognition modality can be seen.
The speech recognition modality is active, hence the
green “ear” icon is visible. The Home button of the main UI
Navigator window gets enabled whenever the user navigates
away from the home screen of the main menu. Whenever
the robot speaks, the speech recognition modality gets
deactivated to prevent the robot from understanding its own
speech as commands to itself. The deactivation of the
speech recognition modality is represented by a red “ear”
image with an accompanying strike-through diagonal line.
Furthermore, the speech synthesis modality is
represented by a similar visual cue which depicts an orange
robotic face figure which animates when the robot talks.
The bottom right dialogue that is shown in Figure 2
shows the alarms screen of the alarm clock application. In
the middle, the user can see a list containing all the daily
alarms that are active for the respective day. For each alarm,
the time of the alarm and an assigned message that describes
it is being displayed. Existing alarms can be deleted and
new alarm can be added.
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Figure 2. The different coloring and sizing schemes supported by the
alarm clock application

Similarly to the alarms screen, the alarm adding screen
of the application displays the current time of the system to
facilitate the user when he wants to add an alarm at a
relatively short time span. The time selection process is
automatically tailored to the end user while the respective
adaptive task hierarchy is instantiated step by step. The time
selection process is adapted to the experience of the user.
Different controls and additional steps can be automatically
selected by the framework for average or inexperienced
users. The user can select the desired time and then accept
the changes or reject them to return to the previous dialogue.
The user is able to cancel at any time, or press the home
button to return to the main menu screen.
The user is given functionality to add a message to be
assigned to the alarm. A virtual on-screen keyboard is
provided to input the messages text. Finally, the application
includes UI dialogues for confirming and providing
feedback on the deletion of an alarm and for acknowledging
or snoozing elapsed alarms.
VI.

FRAMEWORK EVALUATION

The FIRMA framework was evaluated both in terms of
being easily and effectively usable by the developers and in
terms of being capable of building elderly-friendly
applications by means of a heuristic evaluation. This section
describes these two different kinds of evaluation. Further
evaluation regarding the elderly-friendly aspect of the
framework is yet to be conducted in the context of the
European RAMCIP project trials as discussed below.
A. Developer based Evaluation
The FIRMA framework was evaluated by developers
regarding its efficiency and its ease of use while building
elderly-friendly multimodal interactive applications.
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Given the target user group of the tool, i.e., developers,
who are by definition expert users, it was decided to
combine user satisfaction measurement with expert user
interface evaluation in order to obtain detailed comments
and suggestions on the FIRMA development framework as
well as its interface design regarding the ready-made
components and framework elements.
The IBM Usability Satisfaction Questionnaires [24] was
adopted for subjective usability measurement. The FIRMA
framework was evaluated by six expert users with
substantial experience in application development. All users
had at least a University degree in Computer Science or
related subject. All of them had at least a few years’
experience in the field of creating WPF applications using
the C# programming language and some basic knowledge,
but no extensive experience or practice concerning
adaptation or localization practices or multimodality
approaches. The user group consisted of four males and two
females, whose age ranged from twenty-five to thirty-five
years.
The group of users was briefly introduced to the main
objectives of the FIRMA framework and of the evaluation
experiments, and was provided with a brief introduction to
the setup of the development environment, a brief
description of the FIRMA framework's functionality and
tools, and a brief scenario (including an accompanying
tutorial) involving the creation of a new toy application that
consisted of two dialogue screens, as well as the integration
of different modalities, adaptive tasks, adaptation and
localization, in order for the developers to be able to
perform a more extensive testing of the system’s features.
The developers were then requested to perform the tasks
in the scenario and fill-in the user satisfaction
questionnaires, as well as an expert evaluation report as
detailed as possible. The scenario A included the creation of
a new basic application while the Scenario B included the
integration of the multiple modalities, the localization of the
application and the introduction of a few navigation
restrictions through the Communication Planner submodule.
The results of the user satisfaction measurement are
reported in Table 1 (ASQ) and Table 2 (CSQU). Scenario A
showed a variance of 0,019 which resulted into a standard
deviation of σ=0.1384, while scenario B showed a variance
of 0,056 and a standard deviation of σ=0.2380.
The conduct of the “Create a basic new application”
scenario appears from the results to have been easier than
the conduct of the “Integrate multimodality, localize it and
add restrictions” scenario. This is probably due to the need
of developers to acquire some experience in how the
framework works, what functionality it offers and how this
TABLE I.

Scenario A
Scenario B

AFTER-SCENARIO QUESTIONNAIRE (ASQ) RESULTS
(RANGE FROM 1 - HIGHEST - TO 7 – LOWEST)
User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

User 6

Average

2,3
3,7

2,5
3,2

2,1
3,6

2,2
4,0

2,3
3,6

2,1
3,5

2,25
3,60
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functionality can be achieved.
The most appreciated aspects of the system were found
to be its ease of use and overall effectiveness in the context
of multimodality integration, automatic adaptation and
localization and the reflection of the appearance of the end
result during the design and development time in the context
of creating elderly-friendly interactive multimodal
applications. The users found the required workflow for the
creation of new apps to be pleasant and intuitive and they
were pleasantly surprised by the different supported
automations that were supported by the system “out of the
box” such as the multimodality integration, adaptation and
localization processes. Concerning the included user
interfaces and dialogues of the FIRMA framework, the users
found that they are self-explaining, and that the dialogue
screens do not contain information that is irrelevant. The
users also appreciated the fact that the framework is
carefully designed to prevent common problems from
occurring in the first place (such as the automatic inclusion
of the design time style sheets which reflect the appearance
of the end product), and makes dialogues, actions, and
dependencies visible. The developers particularly liked the
decoupling between the application dialogues and the
application logic and were enthusiastic about the fact that
fine tuning of the application logic can be done at a higher
level without requiring the recompilation of the entire
application code. Error messages were also considered to be
clear and precisely indicating the problem at hand.
Furthermore the users offered helpful comments towards
enhancements which are discussed later in this section.
The identified weak points of the framework mainly
concerned the limited documentation provided. This was a
known shortcoming of the prototype system, attributed to
existing constraints at development time, leading to rather
limited and focused documentation. The provided tutorial
and documentation was focused on the parts of the
workflow at which the developers were expected to have the
least experience.
As already mentioned, the developers were also requested to
provide an expert evaluation report accompanying the filledin questionnaires. In these reports, the users offered their
overall comments as well as more detailed suggestions for
improvement of the FIRMA framework. The overall attitude
of the users towards the system was positive. It was also
pointed out that the tool presents a low cognitive load, and
employs workflows and concepts familiar to application
developers. However, it was also observed that that
developers had to maintain and meddle with different
TABLE II.

SYSUSE
INFOQUAL
INTERQUAL
OVERALL

COMPUTER SYSTEM USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE (CSUQ)
RESULTS
User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

User 6

Average

2,2
3,3
3,0
3,1

2,3
3,2
3,1
2,2

2,3
3,3
2,0
2,5

3,0
3,1
2,8
3,0

2,1
3,6
2,0
2,5

2,1
3,6
1,2
3,0

2,33
3,35
2,35
2,72
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technologies to make an application work, something that
was an expected forthcoming stemming from the nature of
multimodal applications.
The developers pointed out that there are some parts of
the workflow that could be made further error-proof by
providing some additional tools and editors. For example,
the developers found the ACTA scripting language rather
enjoyable but almost all of them commented that they would
like some kind of auto-completion and some code snippets
that could expand to provide some skeleton code for
creating an additional application state or a transition
between the current state and the rest of the states of the
current application. Furthermore, they pointed out that the
translation of the ACTA scripts into WWF rulesets should
be something that should be addressed by the framework
itself automatically to avoid synchronization error between
the rulesets and the source script files. This was a
unanimous request. Moreover, the developers suggested that
other parts of the workflow such as the creation of SRGS
grammars or the creation of restriction rules in the
Communication Planner required adding code in XML
which was not very convenient for all of them in respect to
their experience with the language. In particular, the
majority of them suggested that an SRGS editor should be
provided to minimize user errors during the creation or the
localization of SRGS grammars. Furthermore the
development of an additional editor was advised towards
supporting the creation of restriction rules for the
Communication Planner while taking advantage of the
semantics of the ACTA language which could provide
automatic listing of all the available states, dialogue names
and transition triggers. In addition, the developers suggested
the creation of automation projects for the required project
types, class types and dialogue types in the Visual Studio
IDE which was a foreseen request since the developers of
the actual prototype system had already contemplated on the
provision of such functionality in a subsequent version.
Other comments concerned limitations and bugs of the
current implementation (e.g., window resizing problems,
lack of some confirmation dialogues, etc.).
In general, the developers stressed that the availability of
such a framework would in their opinion be very helpful in
creating elderly-friendly multimodal interactive applications
easily and effectively. However, it was also noted that a
certain degree of familiarity with the framework needs to be
acquired before effective use in real development cases,
particularly in relation to the order of the tasks that the user
has to perform, which may not be clear at a first glance.
Furthermore, some of the users had specific requests for
additional functionality and system capabilities they would
like to see supported in future versions of the framework.
These mainly concerned the inclusion of additional
modalities, the formalization of the communication protocol
between the framework and the ROS operating system, the
provision of automation class types in the Visual Studio
IDE for creating ROS nodes and subscribers and expandable
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code snippets for adding application dialogues in code
behind.
In general, the user evaluation of the FIRMA framework
offered valuable insights into the functional and the
interaction characteristics of the system and reinforced the
belief that there is an actual need and demand for a
framework providing the building-blocks and tools to
support the design and development of elderly-friendly
interactive multimodal applications for assistive robots.
B. Heuristic Evaluation
In order to get an initial insight into the elderlyfriendliness of the applications created using FIRMA, a
heuristic evaluation was performed in order to evaluate the
various developed user controls and supported appearance
styles. The results of this heuristic evaluation will be
enriched with the planned user evaluation that will take
place in the context of the EU funded RAMCIP project
during spring 2017.
1) Methodology followed
In order to evaluate the UI controls of the FIRMA
framework the following procedure was followed:
• A UI window was developed in order to host a
demonstrator application for the evaluators
• From the UI window a list of buttons became
available to the evaluators so as to select the UI
control to evaluate
• By pressing one of the buttons a new window was
opened displaying on the center the control to be
evaluated
• A drop down menu was available to the evaluators
that contained a number of pre-defined profiles.
The selection of an option from the drop down
menu resulted to the adaptation of the user control
to the selected profile
This process was preferred mainly because it made
easier for the evaluators to mark the identified usability
errors by just filling in a table the name of the control, the
selected profile and the error.
For performing the evaluation three usability experts
used the presented application and through the application
inspected all the available controls and recorded the
identified usability problems. These problems were gathered
per control and graded based on their severity.
2) Discussion
The results of the evaluation were rather positive in
terms of the overall acceptance of the framework by the
evaluators and all the identified usability errors were clearly
defined and documented. Based on the feedback received,
the controls were redesigned and fine-tuned. This
preliminary evaluation should be considered as an
intermediate step in the overall process of evaluating the
outcomes of this research work.
The final evaluation will take place in the context of the
European RAMCIP project trials that will take place during
a six month period in Spain (Barcelona, Fundacio ACE,
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Barcelona Alzheimer treatment and research center) and in
Poland (Lublin Medical University). The end users will be
healthy elderly volunteers and patients with mild cognitive
impairments or early Alzheimer Disease. They will interact
with the RAMCIP robotic platform in controlled
environments during the time period April 2017 – October
2017. The UI of the RAMCIP platform will be based on the
FIRMA framework and will be evaluated and validated in
terms of ease of learning and ease of use, comfortable
perception, acceptability and satisfaction.
All the applications that will be deployed on the
RAMCIP robot will be based on the FIRMA framework.
For example, a phone dialing application will be developed
to enable the elderly user to place phone calls to their
friends and relatives. This application will employ image
buttons which will be mapped to pre-installed contact
details so that the user will be able to place the desired
phone call simply be pressing the respective image of the
relative that he/she wants to call. FIRMA already provides
multiple modality activated picture buttons that can be used
by the developers for this purpose, leveraging the burden to
integrate the activation of the buttons using all the different
available modalities.

Towards this end, a number of improvements are planned
focusing on the currently available modalities as well as the
overall system functioning in terms of performance, offered
functionality and ease of use for software developers.
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